


The Freshest gifts 
in Australia!
Our store network covers Sydney, 
Melbourne, Perth, Brisbane, 
Adelaide and Auckland. 

We have Australia’s biggest 
network of company owned 
stores and guarantee perfect 
delivery from just $9.90
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Personalise your Perfect Gift, as easy as A-B-C, 1-2-3!
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We make it easy for you to make maximum impact with your Corporate client 
and team gift budget this Christmas...

Step 1: Set your Budget

Step 2: Choose your gift style:

A. Chocolate B. Hampers C. Plants 

Step 3: Personalise your gift:







Minimum order quantity of 15, 

not available online
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Crimson Bouquet from $89 
- $125

Crimson Bouquet $89

Large Luxury Christmas Tree 
$115

Christmas Delight $69

X-Large Luxury Christmas Tree 
$149

Luxury Chocolate $169

Medium Luxury Christmas 
Tree $85

Large Blue Christmas Tree $115

Christmas Dozen $45Small Christmas Delight $39 Belgian Chocolate Wreath $139 Christmas Chandon $119

Copper Christmas 
Tree $85

If you’re looking for a Christmas themed gift outside of our Traditional tree range 
then be sure to check out the rest of our Christmas trees and bouquets.
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Edible Hampers is the perfect site to find an amazing hamper at a glance! 
Working with some of Australia’s most indulgent suppliers we’ve created a 
range from fun and quirky to larger than life. If you’re looking for the perfect 
team-share hamper then look no further!

Bubbles and Chocolate Treats

From $99 - $249

Sweet Obsession 

From $89 - $189

Chandon Joy 

From $99 - $169

Veuve Christmas  

From $169 - $179

Spirits and Chocolate treats 
From $99 - $249

Christmas Cheer
From $55 - $149
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Night Before Xmas $39

Available in Red or White

Treats for Two (Red) $65
White Christmas $69

Christmas Beers $75Nut Another Christmas Hamper $89 Bubble Indulgence

From $89 - $149
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Shining Chandon Star $95 Goldilocks Christmas Cheer $39







The beauty of live plants is that they are suitable for such a diverse range 
of recipients; the hardest choice will be which plant to send! For the event 
organiser, our flowering range also make magnificent table centre pieces for 
events, with the added benefit of doubling as a take-home gift as all our plants 
are designed to last. Not to mention that if you get in early enough they can 
each be customized with a keepsake carrier and branding of your choosing.
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Veuve and Flowering Beauty $195 Moet and Flowering Beauty $175 Chandon and Flowering Beauty $135

Golden Money and Chandon $95 Golden Money and Beers $65 Peace and Chocolate $90



“Edible Blooms is a fantastic idea. I sent a bunch of blooms 
to a group of clients who I knew were having a tough week. 
It really cheered them up! Will recommend and use in the 
future for sure. Express delivery option is great! thanks! “ 
- Ivanka, Cochlear

"Great service! Such a great gift. My team all 
loved their bouquets"
- Samantha, Cape PLC

" I delivered this to my client last night and she 
was thrilled to pieces. I have been told she will be 
using it as her Christmas centrepiece this year for 
her family. Nice to offer something different to the 
normal corporate gift. Thank you"
- Sophie, Oates Consulting Services

"We bought this for a client and this was 
their reply to us. "It has gone off like a 
fire cracker in the office!!!" They are very 
impressed with it. Thank you "
- Mark, Henry Partners



To order call: 1300 768 996
Email: corporate@edibleblooms.com.au

Edibleblooms.com.au    Ediblehampers.com.au    Greenthumbgifts.com.au


